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FOREWORD

Making Students Responsible foilTheir'Qwn education

Amid all the current rhetoric about the need for reform in-Ameri-
can collegei and universities is one recurring theme - make students
more responsible for their own education. Typical of much of the
rhetoric about diverse aspects of contemporary society'whiuh we in-
flict upon ourselves, the correlation' between verbalization and re..
sulting action is very low.

One striking exception to this melancholy state of affairs is the
program of self-instruction in critical languages. Here is a genuine
innovation in language learning which is organized around the central
proposition that the individual student should have primary responsi-
bility for what he or she learns. The Self-instrixtional language
program (or SILP) has another singular attribute. Unlike many other
educationally worthwhile innovations which are so costly that they
cannot be sustained without continuing subsidy, SILP is fully competi4
tive in economic terms with conventional language instruction.

Evolution,of Self-Instruction in Critical Languages

4f-instruction,' as'a method of learning .another lan4uage is
certainly not new. Indeed, it may be the oldest method of 41, long'
used by' travellers, merchants, and missionaries, and in more recent
times, by anthropologists. But the approach described in this hand-
book and involving a supervised program ofself-instruction with ex-
ternal assessment of student performance goeS back only a decade to
the U.S. Office,of Education-assisted experiment conducted by Profes-
sor Peter Boyd-Bowman at Kalamazoo College in 1963-65.

The successful experience on one camp&ied to the second stage -
a cooperative statewide effort to introduce self-instruction simul-
taneously on a number of college campuses in New York, beginning, in
1966. Supported by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation to the Re-
gents Of the University of the State of New York which was adminis-
tered through the State Education Department's Center for Internation-
al Programs and ComParative Studies,.this effort was_based on the aca-
demic leadership of ProfeisorgBoyd-Bowman, who move' in 1965 from the
faculty of Kalamazoo College to the State University of New Yorkat
Buffalo.

The cooperative character of SILP was extended still further in
its third Stage, which started in 1969. -Under the auspices of the
Council for Intercultural Studies 'Ind Programs (formerly the National
Council of Associations for International Studies),, an organization of
a dozen regional associations of some 400 colleges across the United
States, the self-instructional program in critical languages was un-
dertaken on a national scale. The Institute of Intetnational.Studies



of,the U.S. Office of Education again provided financial assistance,
alonTwith continued Carnegie support.

NASILP and This Edition of the Handbook

The publication of this revised handbook marks the beginning of'a
fourth stage in the evolution of'self-instruction in critical lan-
guages. With self-instructional prograuis now launched in some 45 ool-
leges'aed universities, the time has,come for institutions directly
involVed to carry forward this approach to learninq,langpages with
their own resources. r, major step was taken at the December -1972
National Conference on Self-Instruction in Critical Languages in Buf-
falo with the organization of the National Association pf Self-In-
structional Language Programs. NASILP is briefly described in the

\ note at the end of the handbook.

This cf the handbook incorporates several. revisions and
new features recommended by users of previous editions. Among these
are a set of instructions for students prepared by,Professors John
McCoy and James.Gair of Cornell University, and a guide to.the new
SILP film, 'Woos and Don'ts of Drilling, produced by Professor
Eleandi B also of Cornell. As was the case with the original
conception of ttIe program and'its subsequent evolution, Professor
Peter Boyd-Bowman, director of the Center for Critical Languages at
the State University of New York at Buffalo,. and executive secretary
of the National Assoaiation of 'Self-Instructional LangUage Programs,

hat- carried primary' responsibility -for preparing this handbook.

The handbodk is being issued as a joint publication of the
National Associati n of Self-Instructional Language Programs and the
Foreign Area Mater als Center, which in turn is sponsored by he New
York State Education Department's Center for International Pr rams
and Comparative Studies and the Council for Intercultural Stud s and
Prqgrams. A note on FAMC7and other titles in the'FAMC "Occasional
PUBlication pries.' appear at the end of the handbook: Edith Ehrman(
manager of MC: has been respontiible for final editing and productibn
of the handbook, assisted by Kathleen Bale of the FAMC staff.

The Future of Self-Instruction in Foreign_ Languages

I should'like to conclude this introductory comment by offering
several-personal observations about issues and obstacles which lie
ahead in the futther growth and strengthening of self-instruction, not
only in critical languages but in more commonly taught Western Euro-
pean languages as well. These observations grow out of some,7 years
of pleasurable and prodUctive association with Peter Boyd-Bowman, the
prime mover behind this effort, first in mounting the statewide pro-
,gram in New York and then, in the national expansion of self- instruc-
tion in critical languages..

In, the last analysis the key to a successful campus program of
self-instruction in foreign languages is thecampuS coordinator or



direCtor. The future of SILP, therefore, depends on our ability to
continue to identify and help able campus directors. We have-been
fortunate thus far in attracting to the banner of SILP an unusually
high proportion of'such individuals.

While self-instruction in foreign languages is economical, a
properly organized and conducted program does,not provide "cheap'
`instruction. 'A major problem which lies ahead is for advocates and
practitioners of SILP to persuade-other fakculty members, particularly

in the regular foreign language departmftts, that self-instructi is

not a cut-rate method which produces shoddy results. By the sam

token, advocates and practitioners of SILP-will have to wcrk eq lly

hard not to let financially hard-pressed administrators try to cut

corners with self-instructional programs.

One of the most tempting places for-,administratots to cuecorners

is with external examiners. This leads me to the observation that the
best examiners (and' again we have been blessed by having several very
able, active, and conscientious examiners) not only assess the per-

formance of individual students, they.alsoylay'a vital consultative

or trouble-shooting role for both individual students and other key

actors in SILP, including native-speaking-tutors and- campus directors.

This means that, wherever possible, examiners should visit the campus

to seethe program in action and should be given enough time with each
student not onlyto measure performance but also to identifyproblem
areas and suggest solutions.

As self-instructional language programs continue to advance, at-

tention should be given to developing standardized levels of achieve-

ment and graduated courses of study beyond the introductory level. In

some .languages, instructional materials, especially for self-study,

are weak, and these shortcomings need to be,remedied. In others,

while the materials are good, special "guidebooks" for self-instruc-
tional students need to be prepared to help them over some of the

points which give recurring. difficulty. Arid it weuld be useful, per-

haps in relation to developing standardized levels of achievement, to

provide more explicit guidelines for' campus directors of SILP on when

it is desirable and when essential for students to move into conven-

tional instructional situations.

Finally, while the initiative, diplomacy, and industry of Peter
Boyd-Bowman andta relative handful of examiners and campus directors

have been indispensible in carrying SILP to its present level of de-

velopment, further development of the field is going to depend on
broadening the circle of cooperation. In this process, it seems to

me, Edna Coffin, the president, and the other officers and members of

the Executive Board of the newly formed National Association 'of Self-
Instructional Language Programs, whose names are given in the note on

NASILP at the end of the handbook, have a crucial role to play.

Not only is the self - instructional program a major innovation in
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the study of foreign languages which we know, after a decade of exper-
iefice, works with well-motivated students.. Equally important are the
new opportunities provided to students who never would have had the
chanceto learn some of the major languages of the world, studied in
the past at only a handful of our largest universities. The self-
instructional language. program represents one more step in extending
aid deepening our understanding of the complex and increasingly
interdependent world, in which we live.

0

Ward Morehouse, Director
Center for International Programs
and Comparative Studies

State Education Department
University of the State of New :iorktO

May 1973

and

President, Council for Intercultural
Studies and Programs

-
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INTRODUCTION

While it is obviously undesirable to deny to the vast majority of
U.8. students the.option of studying a particular non-Western lan-
guage, it is.al8o true th0- most institutions could not offer regillar
courses in more than one or two such languages at best, and then only
with heavy subsidies.

If a practical way could be found to enable highly m ivated, stu-
dents, no matter where enrolled, to acquire at least a bas V comp. -'
tence in a non - western language (for example, oral competence equiva-
lent to the first 2 years of formal instruction), then such students
could subsequently continue their study of the language either in
graauate school or at one of the. language institutes and area centers

4, throughout the country.
.

Between 963 and 1%65 this writer developed, under contract with
the U.S. of ce of Education, ;a basic program in non-Western languages
so inexpens v and so simple to initiate that it could be duplicated
on any campu in the U.S* ,(See Boyd-Bowman,-^Experimentation with
Ted Materials and Native Informants to Develop for Small Colleges
Some Programs of Independent-Study in the Neglected Language6.0, Ob-
tainable from the Language SeCtiori, Curriculum Branch, HER, BR, U.S.
Office of Education, 400 Maryland Ave., Washington, D.C. 20202).

The essential ingredients of the program in each language, are as
follows:

a) one or morethighly'motivated students

b) commercially available, audiolingutilly-oriented course
materials (such as those prepared by the Foreign-Service
Institute or the Yale Institute of Far Eastern Languages),
together with complete seta of ,accompanying tapes

c) a portable tape recorder for loan to each participating
student (unless the student'has his own of has easy and
frequent access to the language lab)

d) one or more native-speaking exchange students to serve
aS pronunciation drill masters (NOT as instructors)

e) regular academic__credit

f) a specialist from a leading university invited each term
to evaluate progress and furnish the grade for the term's
work

g) a faculty member familiar With audiolingual techniques) in
this case the director, to serve as part-time coordinator
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for the entire prOgram.

It will be'noted thaV,!,the program requires NO classroom instrlic-
tion, NO minimum-enrollment, and NO formal instruction in linguistics.
Since each-student is on hills own, his rate of progress is limited only :
by his own ability and initiative. Eowever, he should plan to devote
at least' as much total time to the program as to and one 'of hit other
courses.

PROCEDURE

J
For the benefit of faculty or administrators interested in

initiating similar programs at other institutions, here follow some
practical su4qest4ons.regarding procedure.

STEP ONE.

Choice ofLamageja. Select only languages for which superior.'
audiolingual'taped course materials exist and for which two or more
native-speakers will be available as drill- masters for the duration\of
the program.

STEP TWO
t.

Ordering Materials and f;guipment. Inexpensive cassette recorders'or
at least cassetteglay-back units should be available` Locally for
purchase by students who do not already own them. Almost any make or
model will serve, the basic purpose, but the higher-priced model.Will
obviously tend to give longer and better service overall.1

Prerecorded Taped_coursedaterials. The quantity and cotteof taped
materials accompanying each course will: ary considerably from lan-
guage to language (see appendix F). Mastei tapes are generally.
available on 5 -inch or 7-inch reels (600 feet or 1,260, feet) and are'
,recorded on one side only at either 7 1/2 or 3 3/4 i.p.i.,(inches per
second). Master tapes recorded on both sides are'not recommended,
despite the initial savings achieved. Copiep made from such masters
not only tend to be of lower fidelity but also may cause seriotls
problems when played.

1 Though discount may offer cassette recoide4s for as low` as
$20, or even less, a moderately priced play-back of very acceptable
.quality, such as the Audidtronic Clascette Playback Model No. 145,
with,an instant play-back button, may list for about S45.

I

ti
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Ordering Blank Tapes. Though some language labs may prefer to operate
a tape-lending library (reel or cassettes), the task of keeping a
record on each item and of checking it_for.stray signals and erasures
each time a student returns it can be both costly and time - consuming."
This problem can be overcome by issuing tapes to students on the basis
of outright exchange. Under this system students replace each pre-
recorded cassette they receive with a factory-fresh-replacement of
equal length, (60 min.); These replacements are then used to copy
later. lessons, thereby gredtly reducing the total number of cassettes
the program must own at any one, time. while it is true, that the job
of tape duplication thus becomes a continuous one, it is still much,
cheaper, given multiple .or high-speed duplicAting facilities, than
laboriously checking returned tapes one by one to make sure they are
fit for reissue.

Ordering Texts. Order in each language a few more copies than the
number ofstudents involved. The director and each of the
speakers should have copies also..

MLAT Testing Kit. Frpm the Test Division of the Psychological Corp-
oration of America (304 E. 45th Sts.,'New York, N.Y. 10017), there
shouley be ordered in advance Modern Language Aptitude Tests, complete
with.inswer sheets, scoring kit, and taped instructions. The test,.
which takes approximately 65 minutes to administer, seeks to measure
language learning potential and is e useful though not infallible
device for screening candidates.

, STEP THREE

crUitment.of Native Speakers. These can be wives,of foreign faculty
or persons resident in the community but are typically exchange stu-
dents on scholarship or foreign students regularly enrolled at the
institution. Since they are notto be employed as language teachers,
their field of study is immaterial. The only basis requirement is
that they be educated speakers of the standard spleen `form of the lan7
guaae being studied. Most U.S. colleges.and univerSities annually
host a number of foreign students, .frequently on substantial scholar-
shrtos furnished by some government or by the institution itself. Ad-
vance planning, in cooperation with screening'agencies iiite the Insti-
tute of International Education (Igi, 809 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N.Y. 10017) , the African-American Institute (AAI, 866 United
Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017), and the American Friends of the
Middle East (AFME, 1605 New Hampshire Ave., NW, Washington, D.C.
20009), can insure,the presence on campus of students of almost any
desired language background in a given academic year. , It must be re-
membered, however, that the screening process is lengthy and should be
initiated at least one term in advance. Moreover, though the part-x
time services of one native speaker.(6 to 10 hours per week, depending
on tta number of students enrolled) are quite sufficient, it'is wise
to have,at least one substitute available.d.n the event that the

1
C
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regular native speaker proves for any reason unable to see the program
thrObgh to 'completion,

4 $

In recruiting native speakers it must be remembered that not all .

foreign students speak the prestige form of their own language (mmf
ally that of educated Speakers of their nation's capital), which is
typicallay the forF presented on the tapes. If any doubt exists about
the suitability -of a prospective tutor's dialect, the program director
can resolve itcguickly and simply for the cost of a long-dic'' all .

' to the nearest university center where that language is reg %.,;.

offered. (Such information can readily be obtained by cons,_ .*g the
list of departmental chairman at 4-year colleges and universities to

, be fourid in the ditectory issue of This generally names all
the languages that a particular depart ent offers. Not only is this
institution the logical place to locate the visiting examiner who will
come at term's end, to evaluite'each-student's performance, but that
same specialist can tell almost instantly, by engaging the prospective
tutor in a brief telephoneconversation, whether he speaks a standard

.dialect, and give the director his opinion immediately, afterwards.

Native speakers participating in the program should not be re- ,

ferred to as instructors (thig is a self-instructional program), but
'rather ag tutors or congUltants. 'Technically they are informants, but
popularly thig term has unfaiiorable.connotations and should be avoid-
ed. The role of a native speaker-in.a self-instructional programsig' ..

to review with the students, either as a grOup or individually, mater-
,ialthey have already learned from the tapes (never new material), to
monitor and correct their pronunciation and use of.idiom, and general-
ily to proVide the kind of feedback the students cannot obtain from the
tapes alone.' He must be cautioned not tootryto talk like a book,''''
substituting the -sometimes. stilted literary standard for the, normal
'colloguial.which.all educated speakers use and which the students hear
on their tapes. The native speaker should not talk about the lapguagl.

.introduce extraneous vocabulary or sidi
f

or attempt grammatical
lanations o any kind. The course meter 1, has been carefully de-

guenced and' all'grammaticardiscussions.will e presented wherever
necessary in the text itself. Since the main object of the course is
effortless control of usage rather titan 'the theoretical understanding

\ tutor's task is to drill the students rapidly and intensively inthe
of it, little time should be washed on grammaticar speculation. The

active use of he language and to furnish a correct model for imita-
tion by the students whenever their responses are, faulty or even mere -ti
ly hesitant. .

.

4 k
.

N

% In view of all :this it is not necessary to the proffam that the
/ tutof have a good command of English. Eyen if he does, both he and

the students should pretend that heAnowg=.1ittle or nonel If a choice
o -native speakers exists, it is highly desirable th..t the person
chosen have:A warm and friendly disposition,- be mature, adaptable, and
preferably somewhat older than the students, patient, tactful, and
even- tempered, and above all, that he 1e reliable and ;punctual in his

1 it
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appointments with his tutees. (Sometimes a foreign student's cultural
bapkground has not ,led him-to attach the same importance'to,punctual-
Aty'that we do..) The tutor has n() authority, is not .concerned with
grades, and it not responbibre' for a student's progress. It is rather
up to each individ,IP' ieL; to -make the most advantageous use of. the
tutorial time allot him whether this be in group sessions, in.---

dividual 'sessions G.. 4, combination of both. The pay for native
speakers should be slightly higher than the prevailing hourly rate for
brdinary student help at the institution, say $1.50 to $3.00 maximum.
This means budgeting roughly $10.00 to $30.00 per week per language,
depending on enrollment.

Experience has shown foreign students.to be prbud to be part of
the program, not for the nominal pay involved, but because they are
helpi tudents from the host country to gain an insight into their

ure through their language. Foreign students often feeldsolated
and.strange on,a U.S. campus. Tutorial work helPdgive them a feeling
of usefulness and promotes friendly relations with their American
classmates.

A tutor with preconceived notions about how the language should
be taught may sometimes prove unwi4ing to .adapt to his role and may
nec to be replaced. The best tutors are usually those who haze never
thought of themselves as teachers at all. 'As stated above, a tntorls.

command of English is relatively =important. In fadt, the pooier. his
English, the less he may be tempted to, lapse into it in his drill pps-
sions with the students! 'however, if he happens to- ave learned so'Oe',
English audiolingually at one of the American centeis here or 'abilbad,

this experience will probably hel- him'adapt to his new rote. (46 .,

orient new tutors to their functivai have them view,the special film. t I
.

"Do's and Don'ts of Drillings described in,Step rive. %.,4,'

.

STEP FOUR
,

. )

Recruitment of Students. In directed,self-instruction of this kind,
two-to five students seems to be theAoptimum number to enroll in each
language, though larger enrollments (six to 10) are also possible. .111,

any event, the quality of the students selected cis a4rimaortant. All

should come highly recommended for their maturity, motivation, and
. self-discipline. In fact, it would be well to %eat.the Self-Instruc-

tional Language Program (SILP) as/a kind of ahon rsa course to which j

only serious students of very high potential and emotional stability

will be admitted. Sustained self-instruction makes demands
upon the student than ordinary course work, and average students- may

prove.unable to do good work on their own. it isArecommended that the
screening procedure include the following:

1',
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a) administration of the MLAT to all candidates (to assess
linguisticaptitude)2

b) reports from deans, counselors, and professors (to assess
maturity as well.as past performance)

c) personal\interviews (to assess motivation). Candidates
should be able to explain convincingly (1) why they want
to study a given language; (2) how they plan to fit it
into their academic schedule and for how long; (3) how
they hope to follow it up in graduate school or with
an NDEA.summer language fellowship; and (4) what they
hope to do with it ultimafely.

Experience with sessions involving three or more students working
with the native speaker simultaneously tends to confirm that one to
three is the optimum number of students for any one drill session.
Individual sessions are good because the student can truly proceed at
W.s min speed. Since he has the tutor's undivided attention, effec-
tive use of time permits sessions to be few or shorter; e.g., two 1-
hour sessions or maybe four,half-hour sessions a week. With two to
three studenl, we have found that the basic feeling of intimacy and
of individualTattention is still preserved as long as the students are
progteSsing\at approximately the same rate. If not, frustration can
.develop and morale is impaired. With four or more students at one
time effkbiency tends to decrease progressively throughout the term as
tthe diffeient learning rates produce an'ever greater spread between
the fastest and the slowest learner.- Since the cost of setting up
AtTa hours per week as needed is minor (only $.30 each, per term) the
directOr has an easy remedy if some students begin to outdistance the
others. It is important that each student.feel that his rate of prog
'ress depends,entirely on his own individual initiative and not on that
of the group as a whole.

'Students adMitted.to the program should be made fully aware of
the demands the program'will make upon their perseverance, especially
once the novelty has'worn off and the work becomes more difficult.

A

2 Candidates scoring below the 70th percentile might normally be elim-
inated, though itimust be said that occasionally students with percen-
tiles as low as 50 have achieved just as highly as the others. Since
the. MLAT does not purport to measure all the qualities required for
success in a brogram,.of)$his kind, Its results should'not by them-
selves be considered decisIve.' Caution: the MLAT assumes a native
command of English and is therefore .not a'valid index for non-natives.
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STEP FIVE

Orientation of Students and Native Speakers. At the first regular'
meeting, all SILP students should receive their equipment (if any) and
the first tape tor the course. It is also recommended that the in-
structions to the SILP student'in appendix B of this handbook be re-
produced and given to all students:

They should be introduced to the native speakers who will be
working with them and should set up three to four group appointments
for the coming week. Informality should, in our opinion, be the'key-
note of the 'relationship between student and tutor. In, fact, if the
students have-been well selected, it is thty who will tend to take the
initiative in determining when and where to meet, for how long, and
how best to utilize the time available. It is most important that
from the outset the native speaker realize that his role is not 'that
of a teacher, but 'that of a fellow studtnt and friend. The basic
learning is done by the students, working on their own with text and
tape (primarily the latter); the tutor's task is to monitor what has
already been learned in rapid-fire review sessions, to serve as a live
model reinforeinj the native Voices on the tape, and to pkovide the
students with."feedback" by reacting to their efforts as a typical
native speaker would. Apart from encouraging the students with his
enthusiasm, his role is in many ways a passive one. Responsibility
for progress rests not with him but with the student hiMserf, who
proceeds at his own pace in the knowledge that he will be accountable
for both the amount and quality of his progress when the visiting
examiner comes at the end of each term.

It is important to emphasize to the students again and again the
need for "over-learning" the taped material, to the point where cor-
rect responses become automatic and effortless. As a general rule,
each session with the native speUer should be preceded by 2 hours of
intensive drilling of the same material on tape. Live sessions are
for review only.

To familiarize both student and tutors with some of the basic
concepts of language learning, including the techniques of pattern
drill, the director should require, as part of the orientation pro-
gram, that both view, at least\once, the 5-minute film entitled '"Does
and Don'ts of Drilling," which was recently produced espeCially for
the Self-Instructional Languages Program by Professor Eleanor Jorden
at Cornell. In it are presented and discussed, in staitlihg contrast
with one another, two drill sessions, one very good, one very bad.
Though the language being drilled happens'to be Japanese,,the tech-
niques discussed are the same for other languages as well. It is sug-
gested that the guide to the film given it appendix A'of/this handbook
be read by viewers before the film is shown. (Appendix A also gives'
details on availability of the film.)

In addition, the director may suggest that the tutors observe
expert audiolingual techniques being applied to a regular class in
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spoken French or Spanish. Though SILP work will be structured quite
differently from regular classes, even audiolingual ones, there is
still much of value that can be learned through such observation.

In addition, it is helpful to have the students read the instruc-
tions given by Robert Lado and Charles Fries on page xiii of "English,
Sentence Patterns: An Oral Approach," (Ann Arbor: University of Michi-
gan Press, 1953), and to have the native speakers read George L. Shel-
ley's excellent booklet entitled ^Discussion of Method in the Teaching
of Spoken Chinese," (New Haven, Conn.: Institute of Far Eastern Lan-
guages, Yale University, 1961),,much of which is applicable to the
study of other languages as well. The sample instructions to tutors
in appendix C may also be helpful.

Observation by the Director4or Coordinator. Especially in the early
weeks, when students and native speakers alike are inexperienced, the

5' director Will find it advisable to visit the drill sessions frequently
and offer'tadtfUl suggestions of the kind recommended by Lado and
Fries or by Shelley (see above). In such drill sessions it is impor-
tant that the students acquire the habit of working with books closed
and their e,res fixed on the tutor. The latter, using only material so
far introduced in the text, will elicit rapid-fire responses, ,first in
chorus, then individually, repeat the correct response after each stu-
dent response ',this serves as either reInforcement or correction, de-
pending on how accurately the student responds), and make the students
repeat dialog or drill material swiftly and accurately until all
traces of hesitation are lost. Since the goal of pattern drills is to
make sound features and grammatical patterns of the target language as
completely automatic as they are in the native language, the tutor
should not be satisfied with utterances constructed gropingly or at
less than normal conversational speed. New tutors might try to imi-
tate rathor closely the tempo of the native voices heard on tape.

Weekly Testing. Once a weekthe director should meet with a native
speaker in each language to record a 10-minute test tape based on
material, covered in the text.3 Though the test might take many forms,,
one that-this writer developed and found simple, yet effective, con-
sists of a number of utterances selected at random from the text and
recorded by the native speaker with pauses for student repetition, the
invention by the student of prompt but reasonable replies (sample

3 For sevi-tral of the languages,' including Chinese, Japanese, Hindi,
Swahili, Hungarian, Vietnamese, and Modern Hebrew, simple tests of
this kind have already been prereborded and may be obtained at cost
from the Center for Critical Languages, 24 Crosby Hall, State Uni-
versity of New York at Buffalo. For a sample weekly test, see
appendix D.

1 A



question: "What
and a number of
recorded by the
get language by

are you eating?"4 sample'reply: "I'm eating rice"),
English glosses, taken at random from the text and
director, to be promptly converted back into the tar-
the stuaent.

These tests take about 15 minutes to record, with the director
supplying the portions in English, the native speaker the rests They
are not meant to be graded, but to serve the students as a simple
yardstick against which to measure their weekly progress and satisfy
themselves that they-have effortless control of all current material
before proceeding to the next unit. Any student who has to grope or
fumble for responses or correct himself repeatedly, whose mind sud-
denly "goes blank" or who cannot react within the,allotted time, would
be well\advised to review carefully the last'couple of units before
attempting to master new material of any kind.

Students in the program tend to be highly self-critical and know
perfectly well when their performance on a review test falls short of
excelleOce. There is nothing confidential about ungraded oral profic-
iency to is designed purely for self-diagnosis. Therefore, a student
dissatisfied with his own` performance should be encouraged to repeat
the same test the following week, after he has had time for further
review. Occasionally he may also profit from listening back to his
awn recorded responses in the company of the tutor. Students' answer
tapes shold be clearly labelled and kept on,file at least until the
end of each semester (in case the visiting examiner should wish to
sample a few as evidence of a student's progress at a given mdment).

Weekly Joiot Meetings in the Lab (Optional). Once a week the director
may wish tb hold a general meeting in the language lab for all person-
nel involved in the program.' After the students have recorded the

4 Laier, when the student has begun to work with the writing system,
his facility in recognizirig Chinese characters or Devanagari script
can also be tested by attaching to his test tape a thermofaxed sheet
of excerpts from the text, either pasted together from thermof axed
clippings or else in the native speaker's own handwriting, which the
'student is instructed at the end of the test to open and read aloud
onto his answer tape.

5 To save the director some time, an experienced tutor may eventually
be counted on to select most of the test materials in advance and
merely submit them for the director's approval before they are re-
corded.

6 A good time for such a joint meeting may be late in the afternoon,
when it is not likely to conflict with other scheduled activities.
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weekly oral test and their response tapes have been duly, identified
and filed away foi later-evaluation by the visiting examiner, the
director should devote the next 10 minuttes to ascertaining, by means
of a questiOnnaire '(see appendix E), how much material each student
covered the preceding week, how much time he spent with the tapes, and
how much with the native speaker, what collateral reading he did, if'
any, and what difficulties, if any, he was encountering., This is also
the best time for general announcements, questions and answers, for
issuing new tapes, and for showing travelogs or simple movies on lin-
guistics. Later on, 'ihen the available movies have all been shown,
the imaginative director will arrange for talks or panel discussions
(in English, of course) on topics relating to non-Western cultures;
e.g. Hinduism, Buddhism, African politics, education in Japan, the
geography of Iran, marriage customs in East Africa, the economy of
underdeveloped nations, etc. In4dition to involving students in
these discussions, the director generally count on each of the
native speakers to talk once a ternbout some aspect of life in his
own country. Perhaps even a few of hIS.colleaques in other fields
would be willing to give informal talks on non-Western art, musiO,
politics, history, or religion.

Language Tables (Optional) . If dining hall or cafeteria arrangements
permit it, a weekly "language table might be scheduled, provided the
native speakers are willing and the students themselves show interest.
Kibitzers, however, are distracting and should be firmly discouraged.'
No English should he permitted at All if these tables are to serve
their purpose.

Reading for Cultural Background 0 tionall. "Each student Should be
urged to learn all he can about the people who speak the language he
is studying. While it is of course unwise-to divert students' rime
from their main goal by assigning heavy readings and reports in his-
tory, international politics, and the like, the students might, at the
director's discretion, be asked to submit evidence of having done some
collateral reading during the course of their second (and subsequent)
terms of non-Western language work. Such additonal readings, and any
written reports based on them, should of course be drawn to the atten-
tion of the visiting examiner, since the latter is the.sole arbiter of
the student's'grade for the course.

It goes without saying that students should be encouraged to plan
programs of cognate courses in other departments (history, sociology,
philosophy, political science, art, etc.) that also deal with the many
facets of non-Western civilizations.

STEP SIX

The Visiting_gAaminers. Near the end of each term, perhaps on the
weekend immediately preceding the final examination period, the
director should have arranged for a visiting specialist in each
language to come to the campus for a part of a day to ex..mine the



students enrolled in the program. Wherever possible, examiners should
be chosen who are thoroughly familiar with the materials being used
for the course and are in fact_using the same materials in their own
classes elsewhere. The examiners are asked to evaluate each student
as they would their own regular students after a comparable period of
study. While the examiners are; of course, free to examine the stu-
dents in any way they see fit, they will generally base their grade on
one or more of the following types of test, all of them conducted in
the target language:

a) observing student perforrance in review drill sessions,
with the native-speaking'futor (this rapid-fire review of
familiar work in a familiar context is a good warm-up and
helps overcome any initial nervousness on the part of the
students)

b) asking simple questions of individual students in the
group to check fluency, control of idiom, intonation,
etc.

c) ditto, in private interview

d) having the student read aloud from selections from the
text

`Eq asking him to retell in his own words what he has read

f) asking him to tell a story, or give an autobiographical
sketch of himself, or describe the foreign country and
its customs

g) asking students to act out one or more dialog situations
frot the text, with frequent changing of roles (customer-
clerk; parent-child; teacher-tudent; etc.)

h) giving a dictation of appropriate difficulty

i) giving an, auditory discrimination test

j) giving a standardized listening comprehension test

k) listening in chronological sequence to samples of each
student's weekly test tapes.

Testing may take a total of tom 1 to 6 hours, depending on the
total number of students to be interviewed and the thoroughness of
each individual examination. The general level .of oral proficiency
reached by a student can be determined quite rapidly, often in 10 or
15 minutes, but examiners should be encouraged to test all phases of
the student's work in order to stimulate maximum effort in the future.
If the testing is in any way perfunctory, the student will feel

2i
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cheated of his only chance to demonstrate, before a qualified judge,
all that he has mastered in the past several months.

Occasionally it may prove more conyenient.to schedule the testing
at the examiner's own institution; however, for psychological reasons
we recommend that at least the initial testing be done on the stu-
dent's home ground. With his grade-for the entire term's work depend-
ing on this one day's-performance, he is apt to be nervous enough as
it is! Past experience has shown the evaluators to be extremely will-
ing to come, conscientious, in their testing; fair in their judgments;
and able to offer constructive suggestionsabout how to remedy in the
future any deficiencies they may have observed.

The number of units that the visiting examiner would regard as
suitable coverage in a given semester will, of course, vary from lan-
guage to language depending on how the course being used is struc-
tured. However, for the benefit of new directors here are some sug-
gested guidelines to follow for certain languages (it should be empha-
sized that in all cases the objective is total mastery of, say, nine
units rather than a shaky control of 12):

Total Time
Lessons or Units Nonintensive

Chinese: DeFrancis, "Beginning Chinese"
"Beginning Chinese

Reader" I, II

Modern Hebrew: Foreign Service Insti-
tute Basic Course

Hindi: Fairbanks, "Spoken and Written
Hindi" plus Harris and Sharma,
"Basic Hindi Reader," Cornell
University Press, 1969, $5.75

Hungarian: Foreign Service Institute
Basic Course, plus Hungarian
Graded Reader

Japanese: Jorden, "Beginning Japanese,"
plus O'Neill, "Japanese Rana
Workbook"

Swahili: Foreign Service Institute
Basic Course, plus General
Conversation

24 1-1 1/2 yrs.*

30

40

24
(plus 6 review
lessons)

22

24
22

35
(programmed)

2 yrs.

2 yrs.

2 yrs.

3 yrs.

160 2 yrs.
87 cycles

* For the DeFrancis "Intermediate Chinese" and its "Readers," allow
another 1 - 1 1/2 years.

2 if.

4
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proposed Tariffs for Examinations. The fee for a visit by an outside
examiner is in general $100 (plus expenses) for testing up to 10 stu-
dents. :The practice of different examiners and institutions, however,
has varied in the past. Examiners and institutions already, partici-
pating in the supervised self-instruction program or the Executive
Director of NASILP may be consulted for speCific examples. In the
last analysis, fees are subject to mutual agreement by the individual
examiner and institution 'concerned.

Administration of the Program. This handbook would not be complete
without a summary of the qualifications and responsibilities of the
person charged with administering the program, be his title that of
director, coordinator, or supervisor. Though he need not be a non-
Western expert, nor even a linguist in the technical sense, he should

' ideally be a member of the foreign language department familiar with
the aims and methods of audiolingual teaching and experienced in its
techniques both in the classroom and in the lab. Because-most of his
duties relate to the initial phases of the program, he should be given
adequate secretarial assistance in the planning stage and perhaps
released from certain normal duties during the first term of student
participation,' particularly if several students or wre than one non-
Western lang,tage are involved. He is responsible for acquiring the
necessary course materials and equipment, recruiting both students and
native speakers and indoctrinating them in the basic rules of proce-
dure, monitoring student work both in the lab and in the "live" drill
sessions with the tutors, perhaps recording (with the help of the lat-
ter) short, simple oral tests designed to measure each student's week-
ly progress, and administering these every week in the lab' with the
help of the lab assistant or lab director. He must 'also arrange for
visiting specialists to cxamine the students near th end of each
quarter or Semester. While the administration of the program may be
arduous at the outset, it is also very interesting and rewarding to
anyone willing to explore new techniques of teaching. As both stu-
dents and tutors master their respective roles, the time required for
supervision decreases greatly and the program begins to function vir-
tually on its own at a negligible costin time and money. Indeed, ex-
perience with larger programs has shown that once a program has been
properly launched, an efficient secretary (full-time or part-time, de-
pending on the size of the program) can soon be trained to do 90 per-
cent of the routine work, thereby releasing much of the director's
time for other professional activities.

III. SAMPLE COST PER LANGUAGE

The spectacular increase in language offerings, most of them
funded entirely by the colleges themselves, is due not only to the
repeatedly demonstrated ability of SILP students to hold their own

2 :1
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with students from regular classroom courses, but. also to very real
economic advantages. To cite an example:

Here at SONY/Buffalo's Center for.Critical Languages all students'
now buy Or share their own inexpensive cassette recorders, which not
only frees students from dependence on the language lab schedule but
relieves the Center of the burden of maintaining an inventory of cost-
ly and constantly depreciating equipment.

In the fall of 1972, in Japanese alone, the Center had 20 stun
dents working with two tutors, at four differentlevels of the lan-
guage, for a total of 14 small - group or indiiridual tutorials a week.
Actual operating costs per semester, for Japanese only, were as
follows:

14 hours of tutorials/wk. x 16 weeks x
MOO/hour

Examiner's honorarium (2 days at 5100/
day

Examiner's round-trip (Buffalo-Cornell),
meals and overnight lodging

Cassette tape duplication

Total operating cost per
semester

Hidden costs (administrative, overhead,
secretarial, etc.)

Total cost (actual and hidden)

$672.00

200.00

,1C0.00
lest.) 28.09

$1,000.00-

(est.) 600.00

(est.) $1,600.00

Even taking into consideration that this is a tax-supported in7
stitution with relatively low tuition (average: only $400 per semes-
ter), our Japanese program each semester actually earns the state more
money in tuition (20 students x 4 semester credit hours x approximate-
ly $25 per credit hour = $2,000) than it costs to operate, even with
generous hidden costs included.

Distinct from these actual operating costs is the small invest-
ment (initial only) in a set of master tapes (for prices see appendix
F) and in 100-200 inexpensive 60-minute cassettes on which to start
copying the first few weeks of drill material in advance of student
demand.

Also included in the appendixes, in addition to those already
mentioned, are a selected bibliography (G), and a list of institutions
offering self-instruction in uncommonly taught languages in 1971-72
(H). Permission is given to reproduce or adapt for use at other
institutions any or all of the above sample instructions. Further

2
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information or advice'may be obtained by writing to Peter Boyd-Bowman,
Director, Center for CritiCal Languages, 24 Crosby, Half, State Univer-
sity of New York, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, Telephone: (716) 831-2306 or
831-3214.

2,1)
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Appendix A

A GUIDE TO THE PELF - INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE
FILM, "DO'S AND DON'TS OF DRILLING"

.35 minutes, 16mm., black and white, 1472:
.Produced and directed, by Eleanor H. Jorden,'
professor of linguistics, Cornell Dniverdity.

\ Information on distribution given below.

The film entitled "The Dols and Don'ts of Drilling" was prepared
to demonstrate some of the techniques tha' have proved useful in the
sessions which_bring students and native speakers together for oral
practice. 'While the group that was"filme4 happened to be learning.
Japanese, the techniques employed are equally applicable to other lan-
guages. It is urged that prospective students and drill masters'view
this film before, or very soon after, they begin working together.

Notes for viewers of the film

As you watch the film, notice how effortless the performance of
the skilled instructor appears to be. This is highly.deceptive. The
apparent ease with which he handles his class actually reflects exten-
sive training and long and arduous practice. We exhibit such a ses -'
.sion as.one model of clags procedures that'are proving effective.

Here,is a check-list that i4111 suggest 'what you should be sure to
notice as you watch the film:

t) Timing

The. unskilled drill-leader constantly breaks whatever momentum
has been created by wasteful periods of silence: silence while he
puzzles over unfamiliar material on the printed page, silence
while he thinks about what to do'next, silence'while he waits too
long for a student to answer. And in an attempt to make things
easy for the student, he speaks his language abnormally slowly
and with unnatural intonation. ,

The skilled drill-leader establis hes and maintains a rapid pace
that, keeps every student alert and constantly challenged. He
always speaks his language at a normal speed.

2) Providing the model

The unskilled drill-leader furnishes one model utterance for the
first student, and then rets the remaining students imitate each

2 6
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other. He thinks that kf the class has gone through material
once or twice, the students can be expected to know it.

The skilled drill-leader knows that foreign language material
must be repeated many, many times before it is internalized by
the student. Therefore, during the learning stage, he repeats
before each student recites, and he goes over the same material
countless times.

3) Correction,

--The unskilled drill-leader constantly fails to hear student
errors largely. because he is busy preparing'his own next utter-
ante. But even if he does hear them, he lets them go by without
correction. It is not uncommon to hear an inexperienced tutor, ,
say, in effect: "After all, if a student is trying, why frus-
trate and embarrass him :by correcting him?"

The skilled drill-leadeeis able to listen to his students with-
out destroying his own timing. He hears and corrects All errors.
He voeks with an individual student who has made an eitror until
it is corrected or until the student is= obviously bogging down. .,
He then moves on, making it clear to the student whether or not
his subsequent performance has been satisfactory. He will later
return to the same student with the same strAplus to'cheCk him
out again (and correct him again if necessary). He knows that '

only persistent correction will bring prompt improvement.

4). VAriety

The unskilled drill'leader doggedly drags through a given segment
of materials, constantly ignoring opportunities for introducing
variety. He forgets that language teaching calls for imagination
and spark.

The skilled drill - leader. makes the class lively and interesting.
He varies his techniques within a given hour, moving from memori-,,
ration to drill and controlled Conversation. He introducet vis-
ual aids at every opportunity. He introduces substitution items
in a given. conversation to, keep his students challenged.

5) Control of teaching materials

The unskilled drill- leader usually,keeps his,eyes glued to the'
textbook in order to be able to proceed. Undonsciously be is
teaching reading pronunciation in a spoken drill class. If he
does venture outside of the printed material, he introduces var-
ious structures And vocabulary, that have not yet been presented.
Communication breaks,down and frustration and annoyance build up.
Students try to incorporate the new items into their inventory,
but since these Words aria not drilled systematically, they tend
to be forgotten almost immediately.

-
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The skilled drill- leader is thoroughly familiar with the material
he is teaching aid whathas already been taught. He uses the
textbook in class only as necessary. As much as possible he
speaks his language rather than-reading it. These are drill
classes in the spoken langUage, and it is essential that students
feel, they are indeed communicating with each other by speaking.

6) Use of the foreign language
* .

A

The unskilled drill-leader makes the mistake of thinking that he
-can teach students how to speak a foreign language by talking
about it ib Englis0. He thinks he can make them learn more by
introducing lists 'of additional vocabulary. Even if he uses his
native language for, drilling, whehever he wants to communicate
directly with his students he resorts to English. There is ab-
solutely no foreign atmosphere in the classroom, and every class
hour is a mixture of two languages.

The skil,led drill-leader realizes that his students are trying to
learn a foreign language with only limited live' expoiure to a
native speaker. There are unlimited opportunities to read about
foreign countries and their languages and to listen to rapes.
But only the drill hours provide an opportunity for communication
in the foreign language, and for correction. Accordingly, be
speaks his language constantly - not only to drill,,but also to
communicate, tand he corrects relentlessly in order to,improve his
students,-performance.

Now you are ready 0 watch some filmed drill hours, and to ob-
serve one session that ieflects the kind of skill and motivation and
team effort that result in effective oreign language learning.

algal c distLibmtion of the ftlm

Thy film is available on loan to members of the National Associ-
ation of Self-Instructional Language Programs through the office of
the executive secretary'of the association (Professor Peter Boyd-
Bowman, center-for Critical Languages, State$University of New York,
Buffalo, N.Y. 142114. the cost of insurance and postage only.

The film is also available on loan on the same basis to members
of ILP,and other interested'institutions from the following:

William Pang, Director
Critical Languages Program
Chico State College
Chico, Calif. 95926

/
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T.M. Manley, Director
Critical Languages Program
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio 44242

Richard Auletta, Director
Program in Critical Langudges
Foreign Language Dept.
C. W. Post College
Long Islanti University
Greenvale, N.Y: 11548

In. addition, prints of the film maybe purchased at cost ($277.20
each) from the Cornell University, Photo Science Studio, Ithaca, N.Y.
14850, or copies' may'be secured on video tape from the New York State
Education Depa :tment. Video-tape copies are available in the follow-
ing formats: 1- and 2-inch Ampex, 1/2-inch EIAJ-I, and U-Matic Cas-
sette. Orders must be accompanied by raw tape for dubbing:' there is
also a $37.50 serviqe charge for dubbing for requests outside New York
State (no charge for institutions in New York State). For complete
ordering procedures and forms, write to:

Bureau of Mass Communications
.Stite Education Dept.
Education Building Annex
Albany, N.Y. 12224

9t4
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Appendix B
-e

INSTRUCTIONS TO TB STUDENT IN A
SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE PROORAtt

rt

You are, about to begin a language learning'program whiCh will
very probably be quite unlike anything you have taken before, even if
you have already had a good demanding course in a language. Some
thought,now about. the differences between a regular academic course
anda self-instructional course will help you get'offto a good start.
In,a-regular program the teacher can be counted on to provide the
organization, set the pace, and give the necessary guidance and ex-
planations.. In,the self-instructional program/the,bulk of these re-

p

pponsibilities fallS,directly on the student." Simply because of the
unstructured ..nature of this prograin; youwill,find that it requires
.moretime, energy; and self-direction. 'abe pUrpose of these brief
comments to the student iltd, give you a clearer idea of what is in-
volved and some suggestion for doing.your job more effectively.

ThECiapes, the textbOoke;.andlthe tuty ale your only resdurces4
i and eyerything you learn must come from them in one form or another.
Let's see, how each of these can be used most profitably.

The Tert, Allie preliminary spent gett;ng acquainted with the
text and its la, ut' will pay off layer. Firetigo through the intro-
duction carefully since most authors will include basic. information
about how:the text is to be used. Second, before you start to learn
the language itself,, spend some time analyzing the way in' which the
lessoils are'Put-tOgether. Remember that the text was probably de-!'
signed to be used with a teacher who would lead youthrough it. Now
it'ieup to you to discover the way to combine the elements of the
lesson and distribute your time optimally among these elements. Also,
the teacherlicould'have helped you with'additional explanations of
grammlitical points butnow you must"make ektra effort to relate the
grammitical.notes to the dialogs and exercises. This will most surely
*mean extra time spent:reading and rereading notes in an attempt to
understand them on your Own,- rather than going straight to a teacher
for help if something' is .fit clear at first reading. But here, as
everywhere iii.the"coufse, you must make the decision about how much
time to spend struggling over grammar and when to go on to other parts

,of the lesson. The prime rule is 'do not take up tutor class time with
grammar questions'but :spend the maximum amount of both the tutor's

JD, time and yours on the,actLve parts of the lessons - the dialogs and
exercises.

-71'

The Tapes. Thete is a tendency to misunderstand the function and use
of the tapes. They are often thought of as a poor substitute for the
native speaker and something to be avoided if learning can be accom-
plished -in any other way. Any attempt to skimp on tape time is a
false economy and'in a self - instructional program could well make the
differencelbetween sucCess and failure. The tapes actually serve a

3 I]
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purpose which no human could fulfill; they will repeat the same mater-
ial over and over indefinitely without the slightest change in pronun-
ciatpn or construction. This makes it poscdble to get in a rela-
tively short time the exposure to the countless repetitions needed to
imprint a foreign language utterance in sow: permanent and usable part
of your memory banks. From this point of view it is almost impossible
to overdo the tape listening; an hour a day every day of the semester
should be thought of as a bare minimum. Never give up on a tape that
you don't understand. Try repeating it several times without the book
in front of you. Then if it is still unclear* refer to the text for
an explanation. Don't be put off by differences in pronunciation
between the speech of your tutor and that or the tapes. They are both
within the range of permissible-variation, and you should be able to
understand both. No matter what your first reaction, may be, the tapes
are not too fast and you must be able to follow them at that speed.

The tape part of the course is usually telt to be dull and
mechanical and is often neglected. Students tend to postpone study
which is unexciting; and for this reason tapes often get left until
the weekend or until exam time comes. This sort of thing may work put
for you in some of your other courses, and the midnight cram sessions
might even get you through your other exams. But language learning
must be thought of as being more like physical exercise in that it
requires regular and well paced periods of application to keep in best
condition. In this respect language learning is more similar to gym-
nastics than to a content course such as history. You cannot imagine
the gymnast waiting until the night before the meet to start his work-
out; it won't work for language learning either.

Set up a program of daily tape work and study, and discipline
yourself to stick to it. And don't treat the tapes like background
music; you must listen to them in an active fashion and be aware of
everything on them. Listen for things you don't usually listen for,
such as rise and fall in the sentence intonation, expressiveness in
the speaker's voice, and changes in volume in different parts of the
sentence. You should work to duplicate precisely the utterance on the
tape, and not merely,to make a reasonable approximation in your own
accent. Think of yourself as an actor learning to play a character
role and attempt to copy in every possiple detail the utterances you
hear on the tape. Say them out loud and begin by exaggerating the
language you hear'. As a general rule you can assume that if it seems
easy you must be doing something wrong. So work-hard at it and let
easy control come with time.

/
The Tutor. Remember that the tutovis not expected to function as a
teacher in the strictest sense. The tutor will speak the language
correctly for you to hear and he will correct your efforts to speak
his language. Any attempt to get the tutor to do more than this is
both a waste of class time and a misuse of his most valuable skills.
Avoid the impulse to ask the tutor for grammatical explanations and
linguistic insights. He should spend all the class time speaking the
foreign language and correcting you as you speak it. Explanations in

,3
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English take time away from the learning process and all too often
require the tutor to fulfill a role for which he is probably not pre-
pared. Seldom will the tutor be trained in the linguistic problems of
his owt language and seldom will he know the best way to prepare ex-
,,planations for speakers of another language.

Consider a similar situation in which a foreign student asks you
why there is no plural "furnitures,'and how he can tell when other
English words take no plural. The Chances are that you could not give..
a definitive explanation of this aspect of. your native language and,
in fact the best thing you might do is give a short list of other
words that belong in the same category, with some sample sentences for
each. This is exactly what you should expect from your tutor. it is
your responsibility to avoid time-consuming questions on graMmar that
stall the class sessions, and you mutt do everything you can to keep
the tutor speaking his own language and correcting your attempts at
it. If the tutor wants to speak English in class and spend time on
complicated grammatical points, it is up to you to discourage this as
politely as possible and shc-4 that you want to stick to the lesson in
the foreign language. For grammar problems you must return to the
text. Ask the tutor for additional Ocamples of problem phrases rather
than encouraging him to give off-the-cuff explanations of these, and
be prepared"oto continue through the material even if there is an occa-
sional point here and there,thatsyou do not fully understand. A rule
that seems harsh but effective is: during the sessions with the tutor
ask questions only, when you can both phrase the question and under-
stand the answer in the foreign language. Anything else must be con-;
sidered a waste of time for you, the tutor, and the other students:

In summary, there is one cardinal rule to' follow in a language
.

program of this kind: as close tc 100 percent of. your time as is'pos--
sible should be spent on the active phase§ of your work - listening,
repetition and practice, either with tapes or tutor. ,The grammatical
explanations are aids to learning a language, not an end in them-
selves. Donf.t stop when you feel you understand the. rammar; stop
only. mhen you can make the necessary responses as instantly and ag
letter perfectly as possible. Your ultimate goal/is, after all,
learning the language, not learning about it.

7
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}appendix C

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS TO TUTORS

The tutor's task is 1) to drill the students' rapidly and inten-
sively in their active use of the language; and 2) ,to furnish a cor-
rect model for imitation by the students whenever student responses'
are faulty or hesitant.

The tutor is not a teacher, and he must remember that fact..

Do's and don'ts:

1. Use at all times the standard spoken form of your language.
Do notuse stilted, bookish, literary, or extremely formal
speech.

2. Review material already learned by the student. Never in-
. troduce something new - no alternate forms, different words

or expressions.

3. Correct the student's pronunciation and his use of idiom.
Do not tolerate- slipshod sounds.

4. Drill the students for'rapid responses.. po not permit ab-
normal slowness of speech.

5.. Pretend you know no English: Do not spend tutorial time ei-
plainj.ng graMmar or talking about the language or about local

.culture.

DEVIATION FROM THESE RULES CANNOT BE TOLERATED.

Tutorial,sessions will be preset. You must attend each one punc-
tually. and be prepared; in Advance, to cover a specific lesson or les-
sons.

At a tutorial session:

Students should keep books closed - THESE LIVE SESSIONS ARE FOR
REVIEW ONLY.

Tutor should:

1. , Ask rapid-fire questions

2. Entice from the students rapid -fire answersjirst in chorus,
then, separately

-30
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3. Repeat the correct answer. This reinforces the response if
the student was right, or corrects the answer if the student
was wrong.

The tutor takes the students satrmggxgr the lesson's dialog
drill until all trace of hesitance is lost. NOTE: inform the director
promptly if any student is falling behind or is moving ahead of the
group.

For.the weekly oral quiz (10 minutes long): The tutor selects the ma-
terial and records the test with the director. These quizzes consist
of:

1) utterances from the text, spoken by the tutor with pauses
for student repetition,

2) short, questions spoken by the tutor requiring the student to
invent a prompt, reasonable reply,

3) English words or expressions, selected by the tutor but spot
ken by the director, to be promptly converted by the student
into the target language.
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Appendix D

SAMPLE WEEKLY TEST

Instructions for a sample oral test recording

',This is a test for Jorden's 'Beginning Japanese' based on Lesson
X. Before we begin, please state your name clearly, twice." (Pause).
"Now, for the first part of the test please repeat, exactly as, you
hear them, the following Japanese phrases." (Here the native speaker
records at normal speed about eight sentences of medium length (10-15
syllables) selected at random from the material to be tested: After
each sentence he pauses for up to 10 seconds.)

"In the next part of the'test, please invent prompt and reason-
able replies to the following simple questions, giving each reply in
the form of a complete sentence.w, (Here follow about eight short
questions in Japanese, uttered by the native speaker at normal speed,
with a pause of about 10 seconds after every question. Sample ques-
tions: "Why are you learning Japanese? Where can I find a taxi? Whit
day is today? What did you do last night? How long have they lived
in Tokyo? Who is Mr. Tanaka ? ")

"In the third part of the test, please put into correct Japanese,
without hesitation, the following English sentences." (Here the di-
rector himself selects at random, and records in English, about 15
short (10-15 syllables) glosses from thedialog or pattern drills,
occasionally Switching person, number, or tense, or else regrouping
familiar dialog material into new combinations to test true grammati-
cal comprehension. After each sentence, the usual 10 second pause.)

While in the early stages the test would normally conclude at
this point with the words, "This is the end of the test - thank you
very much," the more advanced student may further be required to de-
liver a short oral composition on a topic related to the dialog, to
listen to a passage and answer.; questions on it, or at a given command
to open up a folded test sheet and read aloud into the microphone some
sentences in himana or kanii selected at random from the text and
either copied out in the tutor's own handwriting or else thermofaxed,
cut out, and pasted together on the test sheet. Many other ingenious
variations could be developed and substituted without exceeding the
recommended time limit of 10 to 15 minutes for the test.

35
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. Appendix E

SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM WEEKLY REPORT

Date

Language

Meetings with tutor this week: Tutor:

Time Room Private or Group

Mon.

Tues.

, Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Any comments on tutorial sessions?

Time spent with tapes this week:

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Sat Sun

Material covered this week: Unit , page
TO: WM , page

Background reading:

Related work (on writing system, for example):

Equipment OK? Tapes OK? If not, specify

Any learning problems?

NIMal

Was this'pas week's progress: rapid medium slow very slow

Your morale: high low_ average
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Anbendix F

SOURCEW4EOBTTITG TEggA:ND TAPES

Key to Abbreviations

CAL Office of Information and Publications
Center for Applied Linguistics
1717 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036 Tel: (202) 265-3100

ELS English Language Services
Washington Educational Research Associates, Inc.
14350 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland, Ore. 97228 Tel: (503) 643-5771

FSI Foreign Service Institute
State Department
Arlington, Va: Tel: (703) 557-5410

GEL Instructional Materials Division
General Electronic Laboratores, Inc.
1085 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02215 Tel: (617) 783-0460

GPO Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing office
Washington, D.C. 20402 Tel: (202) 541-3000

SUNYB National Association of Self-Instructional
Language Programs

Center for Critical Languages
24 Crosby Hall
State University of New Yotk
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214 Tel; (716) 831-2306 or 831-3214

3 1
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AMEN
4

PSI ',Amharic Basic Course!' GPO

Tapes: SUNYB Lessons 1-60, 5-inch reels, 1 side only, 61
tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

Abboud, McCarus, et al ',Elementary Modern Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Standard Arabic', 1968, $5.50
Parts 1 and 2, with
writing supplement, 28 pp.

Available from: Publication Distribution Service
University of Michigan Press
615 E. University Ave.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106

Complimentary instructor's copy for orders of 10 or more
sent on 'request.

Tapes: Include Basic texts, grammar drills and pronunciation.
Running,time: 16 1/2 hrs. reels of Scotch 111 tape
(1200 ft., 1 1/2 mil acetate),. dual track. Cost: $34.00
plus Postage. Alternatives:. send your own tape, in
which case cost is $16.00 dubbing fee plus postage.
Or request other specifications in tape, speed, etc.

. with corresponding difference in price (dubbing fee
remains constant).

Tapes available from:
University of Michigan Audio-Visual Center
Tape Duplication Service
416 Fourth St.
AnnArbor, Mich. 48103

Note: Drills recorded on tape are not found written out in
the book: Copies of all such exercises will be sent
to instructors gratis on request from:

Professor Ernest N. McCarus
Dept. of Near Eastern Languages & Literatures
University of Michigan
506 E. Liberty
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108

Lehn and Abboud "Beginning Cairo Arabic" University of Texas,
1965, $6.50

Tapes: SUNYB 7-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-29,
17 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

3h
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"Arabic Dialogues - Beginning, Cairo Arabic"

Tapes: SUNYB - 7-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 2-12,
13-19, 13-30, 3 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.

"Levantine Arabic Introductory
Course," Part 1: 256 pp.;
Part 2: pp. 257-530

7

1964. 140t com-
mercially avail-
able, further infor-
mation from SUNYB

Tapes: SUNYB - 7-inch reels, both sides, Lessons 1-99, 11
tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.

Dimock, Edward C.,
Jr., Sumdev Bhatta-
charji, and Suhas
Chatterjee

"Introduction to Bengali" 1964, $5.00
Part 1

Tapes: SUNYB -,7-inch reel, Lessons 1-22, 33 tapes

CANTONESE

Po-fei Huang, 'Parker "Speak Cantonese" Far Eastern Pubs., Yale
and Gerard P. Kok Book I University, 1968

Tapes: SUNYB - Book I: 77inch reels, 1 side only, 10 tapes,
3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

Sound and Tones: 7-inch reels, 1 side only,
3 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.

CHINESE

DeFrancis, John "Beginning Chinese" Yale Univ. PFess, 1966
$2:75

Tapes: SUNYB - "Pronunciation:" 7-inch reels, 1-side
only, 2 tapes, 3 3/4 ips 1200 ft.

Lessons 1-24: 7-inch reels; 1 side only,
32 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.

DeFrancis, John "Character Text for Yale Univ. Press, 1964
Beginning Chinese" $3.75

eMalms.+Nal.m..NV.IgyEal.R.O.
"Beginning Chinese Yale Univ. Press, 1966
Reader," Part I, II $2.75 each
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4

"Pronunciation Exer-
ercises for Begin-
ning Chinese"

Inst. of Far Eastern
Studies, Seton Hall
Univ *v 1964, 3.50

"Intermediate Chinese" Yale.Uhiv. Press, 1964
$2.75

Tapes: SUNYB - Lessons 1-24, 7-inch reels, 1 side only,
40 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.

DeFrancis, John "Character Text for
Intermediate Chin Ise"

"Intermediate" Chinese
Reader," Pirt I,
part II

^Advanced Chinese^ -

Tapes: SUNYB - Lessons
29 tapes, 3 3/4

"Character
Advanced

De Francis, John \

CHINYANJA

FSI

.0

Yale Univ. Pres's, 1965'
$3.75

Yale Univ. Prss, 1967
$3.75 each'

Yale Univ. Press, 1966
.$2.75

1-24, 7- inch reels, 1 side only,
ips, 121:10

-

Text for
1

Yale Univ.' Press, 1966
Chinese" $3.75

"Advanced Chinese
Reader"

"Chinyanja Basic Course"

Yale Univ. Press, 1968
$3.75 (?)

GPO

SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-30; 30 tapes,
3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

DUTCH

eagerway, Walter

I

"Speak Dutch; An Audio-
lingual Course"

2d ed., Calvin College
Book Store, Grand Papids
Mi6h., 1971, $12.50 (?)

Tapes: SUNYB Lessons 1-20, 5-inch reels,'14 tapes,
3 3/4 ips, both sides

Lagerway, Walter nwcrk Book for Speak Dutch', Calvin College Book
Store, 1971, $3.15
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PSI "Greek Basic Course" GPO.,, 1967
Vols. 1, II, III $1.75 each

\Tapes: ELS -:full set: 32 reels, $99.20
SUNYB - 7-inch reels,, 1 side only, Lessons 1-32, 15
tapes, 7 1/2 ips, 1800 `ft:

AU

PSI "Hausa Basic Course" GPO

Tapes: SUNYB - 5 -inch reels, 35 tapes

!mem (moms
"Hebrew Basic course* GPO 1965 $2.50

Mapes: GEL - Units 1-40, 61 reels, $213450
SUNYB' - 5 -inch.creels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-40,
101.tapes,'3 3/4 ipso 600 ft.,

HINDI°

Fairbanks, Gordon "Spoken and Written Hindi"- Cornell Univ.'' Press,
1966, $7.50

Tapes: SUNYB - Lessons 1-24: 7-inch reels, A side only,
;20 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 1280 ft.

Also: Hindi Reiiew Combined: 5 tapes

Basic Hindi Reader"Harris, Richard

Nilsson, Usha

"A

4

South 'Asia Lang6ige'S'
Area Center, Univ. of
Rochester, N.Y" 196$

*Intermediate Hindi and Indian Language Area

, Glossary to Intensive/ Center, University of
Hindi" WisConsin,'1967

$7.00. °

arafiRT AN

rsi "Hungarian Basic Course" GPO 196; $1.25
Units 1-12

Tapes: GEL - -- 40 re is, $120.00
' C.

A.

4 1
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"Hungarian 'Basic Course" GPO 1464 31.7.-
Units 3-24

Tapes: GEB 43 'reels, S129.00, samplz tape: $2.50'

"Hungarian Graded Reader"
Yr-

GPO 1968 -#3.75
t_

Tapes: All of.. the above also available from ',$UNYB -I

5-inch reels, 1'side only, 83 tapes,'3 3e4 ipso
600 ft. a

INDONESIAN

Wolff John 0.
(

A Vols. I, IZ - 4196
.

Tapes: STINki- 7-inch reels., A. der only, 1A8
37 takes, 3 3/4 ips, 1200\t.

*)

"Beginning imdonesianm Cordell University,

JVAVESE

Jorden,',Eleadpr

FSI

ABegirining Japanese",
Part4I, II,f

44

Idpes: GEL.- Part I: 30 reels, $90.00
Part II: aO'r4eit, $90..10

SUNYB 5rinch reelt, , side only, Lessons.1:-35,
taPe6,43 344 ips;- 600 ft.

"Supplementary Drills:" 7-inch reels,
1pside only#--Lessons 4-14, 8 tapes, 7 1/2 ips.
1200 ft.

ns

-"/

1

.Yale University Press,
1962, $2.75 each'

I
"Kirundi Bic Course" GPO n.d., $2.75

Tapes: SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-29,
35 tapes,,3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

44K4.t4ba Basic COurface" GPO

Tapes: SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-35,
27 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

tt-

4
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KOREAN

FSI

,Wagner

'10.01A

Tapes:

Kim

MAtAGASY *

/

PSI

'4-33-

"Korean basic Course"

ELS 7 35 reels, $96.25
SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only,
35 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 4p0 ft.

"Elementary Written Korean"
3 vols.

, A
1

"Lihgala Basic Course"

Stl

7

GPO 1968 e33.b0

Lessons. 1-45,

k

Harvakd University
Press, 1'968, $8.75
4

64P0t: 1963 ,

Tapes: SUNYB reels' 1 side only, IL, ma 1-24,
24 tapei, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.)

"bial'agasv Basic Coursto GPO ANo further informa- ,

tion available at presenty

Tapes: SUNYB - 54nch reels, 1 Side only, LesSqQs
18-tapes, 3 3/4 ipb, 601 ft. ,

PERSIA

FSI

POLISH

"Persian BasittCourse GPOli o. p. rurther
.information from SUNYB

Tapes: SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1fside only, Lessdns 1-12,
24 tapes, 3 3/4 ips,.600 ft.

Schenker, Alexander "Beginning Polish"
Vol. I (text)
Vol. II (drills)

Yale University Press,
1966, $3.75
$2.75

Tapes: GEL - Vol. I, 36 reels, $129.00
Vol. II, 49 reels, S179.00

SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only,
36 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

Lessoni 1-25,



SERBO-CR9ATIAN

FSI

SWAHILI

FSI

FSI
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"Serbo-Croatian Basic Course" GPO 1965
$3.50

.Tapes: GEL - full set, 39 reels, $136.50
SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-25,
39 tapes, 3 3/4 ips", 600 ft.

"Swahili Basic Course" GPO 2d ed., 1968
$3.00

Tapes: ELS - full set, 38 reels, $121.50
SUNYB - 5-inch reels, tside only, Units 1-150,
38 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

"Swahili General Conversation" GPO 1966, $.75

Tapes: SUNYB - 7-inch reels. 1 side only, Cycles 1-87,
8 tapes, 7 1/2 ips, 1200 ft.

Zawawi, Sharifa

Also from: Father Joseph L. Varga, Institute of
African Affairs, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15219.

"Kiswahili Ewa Kitendo" Harper_S Row, 1971
$5.00 (?)

Tapes: Harper 8, Row - 40 tapes, 30 min. each, 1275.00.

Loogman, Alfons "Swahili Readings," with notes, Duquesne Univer-
exercises, and key, (Duquesne sity Press, 1967,
Studies, African series, No. 2) $7.00

SWEDISH

"Svenska pa Svenska"
Vols. 1 And 2

Sprakforlaget Skriptor,
Fack, Stockholm 15,
1971

Tapes: SUNYB 7-inch tapes, 2 sides, Lcssons 1-45, 11 tapes,
3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.



TAGALOG

Bowen, J. Donald

-35--

"Beginning Tagalog" University of Calif.
Press, 1965, $6.00

Tapes: ELS - 67 reels, $207.00

Bowen, J. Donald

THAI

"Intermediate Readings
in Tagalog"

University of Calif.
Press, 1968, $6.00

Tapes: ELS - 9 reels, $27.90
SUNYB 7.--Inch reels, 1 side only, 36 tapes,
3 3/4 ips, 1200 ft.

Anthony, Edward M. "Foundations of Thai"
Book I, Parts 1, 2

Tapes: SUNYB - 7-inch reels, 1 side
27 tapes, 7 1/2 ips, 1800 ft,

Haas, Mary R.

Jones, Robert,
Ruchira C. Mendiones,
and Craig J. Reynolds

TURKISH

FSI

TWI

FSI

"Thai Reader"

"Thai Cultural
Reader," Book I

"Turkish Basic Course"

University of Pittsburgh,
1967

only, Lessons 1-25,

American Council of
Societies, Program
tal Languages, 1954

r,rnell University
1968 -

Learned
in Orien-
.

Press,

GPO 1966 $2.25

Tapes: GEL - 52 reels, $182.00
SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons 1-30,
52 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

"Twi Basic Course" GPO

Tapes: SUNYB 7 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lesson 1-20,
23 tapes, 3 i/4 ips, 600 ft.

4 1



VJETNARESE

FS I

YORUBA

FSI

-36 -.

"Vietnamese Basic Course" GPO 1961
Lessons' 1 -10. $1.75
'Lessons 11-15 1.50

Tapes: Fps - Lessons 1-10: r $11/:70,
11-15: 18 reels, $5.80

SUNW--5-inch reels,.1 side only,.Lessons
37 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 680,,ft.

,

/
Basic,.."Yoruba- asic,Course" ,- GPO.. 1963 $1.75

"Yoruba Intermediate Texts" 1967 1.25

Tapes: ELS - "Basic Course:" 69 reels, $193.20
SUNYB - 5-inch reels, 1 side only, Lessons.1-69
69 tapes, 3 3/4 ips, 600 ft.

Note: All orders addressed to the U.S. Government Printing Office
(GPO); should be placed 6 months in advance, as service is quite
slow. It is further recommended that in dealing with the GPO, orders
be placed for a 2- or 3-year supply.
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Appendix H

SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE PROGRAMS (1971-72):

I. ENROLLMENTS PER LANGUAGE

INSTITOTLON

hates College
Lewiston, ,Maine

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

t-

Abbreviations

Afg - Afghan
Amh Amharic
Arab - Arabic
Chin - Chinese
Dan - Danish
Dut - Dutch-
Grk - Greek
Hebr Hebrew
Hind - Hindi
Hung - Hungarian
Indo Indonesian
Ital - Italian
Jap - Japanese

DIRECTOR

Harry H. Steere

Rc'bert Dunn

Cal. State, Hayward William
Hayward, calif.

Central College,
Pella, Iowa

Chico. State College
Chicd, Calif..

CanisiusYCollege,
Buffalo,, N.Y.

Colby College
Waterville, Maine

V. Lenard()

Robert, t4. 0,Deli

William Pang

Edwin Neville

Henry Holland

'1

Ror - Korean
Mcrk - Modern Greek
Norw Norwegikn
Pers - Persian
Pol Polish
Ptg - Portuguese

Russian '

z'ba -cro Serbo-Croatian
Swab - Swahili
Ukr - Ukrainian
Vipt Vietnaaase
Yid - Yiddish
Yor -"-Yoruba

POSITION. LANGUAGES

Asst. Prof. French

Assoc. Prof. Ro7
mance Langs.

Lect. For. Langs.

Asst. Prof. gist.

Assoc. Prof. For.
Langs.

'451soc. Prof. Hist.

Prof. Spanish

Grk 6
lap 1C
Ptg 9

Chin 6
Dan'6
Ital 17
Norw 3

Chin 18
Hind 4

Jap 3

Jap 7
Swab 7

Chin 4
Jap 1

Chin 6
Ptg 1
Swan 7



Colgate Univ.
Hamilton, N.Y.

C. W. POst College
Long Island Univ.
_Greenvale, N.Y.

Eisehower College
Seneca'Falls, N.Y.

Elmira College
Elmira, N.Y.

Fordham Univ.
Bronx, N.Y.

Franklin and
Marshall College

. Lancaster, Pa.

Graceland College
Lamoni, Iowa

Grand Valley State
College
Allendale, Mich.

Hobart and William
Smith College
Geneva, N.Y.

Hope College
Holland, Mich.

7,alamazoo College
Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Ross Ferlito

Richard Auletta

David Murdoch

Asst. Prof.

Instr. For. Langs.
and Linguistics

bir. Div. of
Humanities

James Mittelstadt Asst. V-Pres. for
Acad. Affairs

Harvey J. Humphrey Dir. Lang. lab

J. William Frey

Velma N. Ruch

E.-F. Gearhart

Richard L. Heaton

H. P. Weller

J. K. Fugate

Kent State Univ. J. M. Manley
Kent, Ohio

Chmn. Dept. of
Russian

Chin 5
Hung 1

Hind 1
Jap 13
Ptg 5

Jap 4

Chin 2
Grk 5
Hebr 7
Hind 1
Ital 2
Jap 4
Russ 6

Chin 6

Hebr 3
Jap 3
Ptg 14
Erse 8
Yor 14
Yid 14

Chinn. Lange and Jap 1
Lits.

Chinn. Dept. For.
Lange, Prof. of
Gt:.,rman

Assoc. Prof.
Religion

Arab 5
Jap 18
Hebr 7

Hebr 7

Chun. For. Langs. Serbo-Cro 3

Chmn. Dept. of
German

English

Chin 2
Dut 1
Jap 4
Swah 3

Arab 7
Chin 38
Hebr 24
Hind 2
Jap 22



College of Mount
St. Vincent
Riverdale, N.Y.

Mundelein College
Chicago, Ill.

Univ. of N. Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Ohio Wesleyan Univ.
Delaware, Ohio

Ottta Univ.
Otta a, Kansas

Otterbein College
Westerville, Ohio

Penn State Univ.
University Park,
Pa.

Univ. of Pittsburg
Pittsburg, Pa.

St. Joseph's College
Philadelphia, Pa.

Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs,
N.Y.

State University of
New York
Binghamton, N.Y.

Sr. Josephine Narita Assoc. Prof.
Spanish, Dir.
Lang. Lab

Sr. Ann Barrington, Instr. French
B.V.M. and History

Raul Munoz.
F. R. Newell

Donald Lenfest

M. Kent Mayfield

Roger H. Neff

W. LaMarr Kopp

William Norris

James Iannucci

Sonja Karsen

Spanish
History

Instr. Romance
Langs.

William Nicolaisen

Asst. Prof.
English

Asst. Prof French
and Spanish

Asso. Prof. German

Prof; of Lingo.

Chmn. Mod. Langs.

Chum. Mod.' Langs

Assoc. Prof. of
English and
Folklore

Pers 11
Swah 14
Yor 4

Chin 2
Viet 1

Ptg 3

Chin 1
Hind 2

Chin 6
Grk 11
Hebr 9
Jap 15
Ptg 23

Jap 7

:icy 5

Arab 3
Hebr 18
,Jap 6
Swah 2
Dut 2
Viet 2

. Arab 2
' P/ Grk 2

Hind 2
Hung 3
Afg 8
Pers 1

Chin 3
Ptg 2

Chin 1
Jap 4
Russ 8

Chin 19
Grk 20
Swah 2
Pere 2



State University of
New York
Buffalo, N.Y.
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Peter Boyd-Bowman prof. Hispanic
Linguistics,

State University of Maktha °than
New York
Brockport, N.Y.

State University of
New York
Geneseo, N.Y.

Clifford P. Omen

State University of Giancarlo Travers°
New York
New Paltz, N.Y.

State University of Edwin J. Baxter
New York
Oneonta, N.Y.

Tarkio College
Tarkio, Missouri

Utica College
Utica, N.Y.

Vatisar College
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Univ. of Vermont
Burlington, Vt.

Wells College
Aurora, N.Y.

Wittenburg Univ.
Springfield, Ohio

Robe-It B. Davis

Clara Nicholion

Lewis W. Falb

Truman M. Webster

Robert G. Marshall

Chmn. F . La:rtgs.

Chinn. For. Langs.

Asst. Prof.

Asst. Prof.

Chmn. Div. of
Lang. and Lit.

Coord. Intel
Studies

Asst. Prof. French

Chmn. Dept.'German
and Russian

Dir. Lang. Lab

Stanley L. Mickel Asst. Prof.

5

Aah 7
Ptg 1

Hebr 77
Hind 4
Indo 1
Jap 10
Pere 6
Swah 9
Thai 6

Chin 12
Jap 3,
Kor 1
Pol 7
Ptg 15
Swah 18
Ukr 7

Arab 3
Chin 2

Hebr 26
Hind 2

Arab 1
Chin 10
Ital 27
Jap
Ptg 12

Arab 14

Chin 7
Hind 3

Arab 5
Hebr 18
Jap 5

Chin 5
Jap 4

Chin 2
Hind 4
Jap 5

Jap 6



Utah State Univ.
Logan, Utah
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Philip S, Spoerry Assoc, Prof. of
Political Science

A

II. LANGUAGES RANKED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF
INSTITUTIONS REPORTING 1971-72 ENROLLMENTS

LANGUAGE (at)

1. Japanese
2. Chinese
3. Portuguese
4. Hebrew (Mod.)
5. Hindi
6. Arabic
7. Swahili
8, Persian, Afghan
9. Greek (Mod.)
10. Italian

No. of Colleges

25
22
11

10
10

9

8

5

4

3

LANGUAGE cat).

Chin 27

. of Coll es

11. Dutch 2
12. Hungarian 2
13. Russian 2
14. Vietnamese 2
15. Yoruba 2

11other languages were each
reported by one college only:
Amharic, Danish, Erse, Indonesian,
Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Serbo-
Croatian, Thai, Ukrainian, and
Yiddish.

By total enrollment, however, the languages ranked as follows:

LANGUAGE

1. Chinese
2. Hebrew (Mod.)
3. Japanese
4. Portuguese
5. Swahili
6. Arabic
7. Italian
8. Hindi
9. Persian, Afghan
10. Greek (Mod.)
11. Yoruba
12. Russian
13. Yiddish
14. Erse

TOTAL ENROLLMENT LANGUAGE AL ENR

204 15. Amharic 7
200 16. Polish 7
189 17. Ukrainian 7
92 18. Danish 6
59 19. Serbo-Croatian 6
53 20. Thai 6
36 21. Dutch 4
30 22. Hungarian 4
28 23. Norwegian 3

24 24. Vietnamese 3
18 25. Indonesian 1

14 26. Korean 1

14

8 Total (all fangs)
1,024
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Of 42 colleges than responded,

11 reported 1 language
12 reported OOOOOOO 2 languages
7 reported 3 languages
2 reported, ' 4 languages
2 reported 5 la nauages
5 reported 6 languages
2 reported .. 7 languages
1 reported . 8 languages

As for language enrollments on individual campuses,'we found that:

11 reported a language 'with ,1 student enrolled,
17 reported a language with ,2 students enrolled
8 reported'a language with 3 students enrolled
9 reported a. language with 4 students enrolled
6 reported a language with 5 students enrolled
11 reported a language with 6 students enrolled
11 reported a language with 7 students.enrolled
3 reported a language with 8 students enrolled
4 reported a language with 9 students enrolled
11 reported a language with OOOOOO 10 students enrolled
22 reported a language with over 10 students enrolled

In all, the 42 colleges reported 1,024 students enrolled in1113 indi-
vidual language programs, all of them self-instructional, for an average
of nearly three programs per college.

III. FURTHER STATISTICS ON 1971-72 SUP OFFERINGS

,

/
SELF - INSTRUCTION

IN:
SEMESTER OR QUARTER
(not all colleges
qyf a breatdaml_

t

..

SUB-
TOTALS

TOTAL
STUDENTS

No. OF.
INSTITUTIONS

1 2 3 4 5

aric 1 1 2 7 1

W 1 2 2 5

Arabic 12 5 3 1 21 53 9

W 21 5 5 1 32

Chinese M 104 25 3 '132 198 22

W 40 18 6 2 66

r ft)ti
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'SELF-INSTRUCTION SEMESTER OR QUARTER SUB- lrOTAL NO. OF
IN: (not'all colleges TOTALS STUDENTS IVSTITUTIONS

says_i_laatAmml_

1 2 3 S. 2

Danish M 5 5 6 1

W 1 1

putc'h M 2 2 ) 3 2
W 1 1

,Erse M 6 6 8 1

W 2 2

Greek (Mod) M 9 2 11 24 4
W 13 1J

LIVILMANOV M
,

71', 17 '2 3 3 96 200 10
W 60' 28 /4-,.z 5 4 104

Hindi M 7 1 8 27 10
W 15 2 1 1 19

4.

pungarian M 2 2 4 2
W 2 2

Italian M (no breakdown) 18 36 3
W

so,
18 4

Japanese M 64 20 2 1 1 88 185 25
W 73 23 1 97

Korean M (no breakdown) '1 1

w 0

Norwegian M (no breakdown) 2 3
W 1

,

Persian, M 8 3 1 12 29 7
Afghan W 9 5 1 1 1 17

Polish M (no breakdown) 3' 7 1

W 4

Poll-AVMS M 31 9 2 .' 42 92 '11
W 42 7 1 50

I



t.
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SELF-INSTRUCTION
IN:,

SEMESTER OR QUARTER
(not all colleges

breAdown)

SUB-
TOTALS

e

TOTAL .

STUDEOTS,=.11,
NO. or
INSTITUTIONS
ren....Mi.,qave-a

1 .2 3 4 5

Rusgian M 2, 2 14 2

8 4 12

'Serbo- M (no breakdown) 3 6 1

Croatian 3

Swahilj. M 22 5 27 59 8
W 23 7 2 32 pr

Thai. M 2 2 1.

1

5

1

6 1

Ukrainian M (no breakdown) 4 7 I

3

-VittnaMese M , . (no breakdown) 3 3 2

Yiddish M 4 7' , 11 14 1

3 3

Yoruba M 5 4 2 11 18 2
W 6 1 7

676 200 40 22 9 '1,010 No.'of
dividual

(with the remainder not SILP,s*:
broken down by level) 128

* One language at one institution, regardless of level or levels being
offered.

in-
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A NOTE ON THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

The:National Association of Self-Instructional Programs was
formed at the National Conference on Self-Instruction in Critical
Languages in Buffalo in December 1972, to further the study of foreign
languages through supervised self-instruction and other innovative
means. The association is composed of institutions and individuals
interested in this approach to the study of other languages.

Among the actiwTities being ply .r4'' for NASILP are ,an annual con-
ference, a periodic news bulletin, e. ther publications, of which
"Self - Instructional Language Programs; A Handbook for Faculty and
Students: is the first. The office of the executive secretary of the
association can in some cases provide members with duplicate sets of
language study tapes at c'st Wee appendix F in this handbook) and is
able to advise mer , o.new course materials, available examiners,
and other aspects self- instruction in foreign languages. An ori-
entation film, "Do's and Don'ts of Drilling,". prepared by Eleanor H.
Jorden, professor of linguistics at Cornell University, is also avail-
able to members from the NASILP execut4ve secretary (see appendi:- A).

The association grows out of a decade of experience with self-
instructional language programs. Beginning at Kalamazoo College in
J963 as a project supported by the Institute of Internatiohal Studies
of the U.S. Office of Education and directed by Professor Peter Boyd-
Bowman, the program was expanded ona state-wide basis in 1966 under
the' auspices of the Nevi York StatepEducation Department's Center, for
International Programs and Comparative Studies and the State Univer-
sity of New York at Buffalo's Center for Critical Languages with a
grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York. In 1969, the program
was extended to,a national basis under the sponsorship of the Council '
for Intercultural Studies and Programs (formerly the National Council
of Asscciations for International Studies), support Oncel.more being
provided by the U.S. Office of Education.

The officers and members of the Executive Board of NASILP during
the 1973 organizational year are:

Edna A. Coffin, University of Michigan '(President)
Phillip Spoerry, Utah State University (Vice President)
Sonja Karsen, SkidMore College (Treasurer)
Peter Boyd-Bowman, SUNY at Buffalo (Executive Secretary)
D. D. S. Dwarikesh,,Westerr Michigan University
James Gaire Cornell University
Eleanor H. Jorden, Cornell university

'Timothy Manley, Rent State ,niversity
Martha OINan, SUNY at Brockport
William Pang, Chico State College, Chico, Calif.
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Further information about the association and inquiries regarding
membership should be directed to the executive secretary at the ad-
dress below:

Professor Peter Boyd-Bowman
Center for Critical Languages
State University of New York
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214
Telephone: (716) 831-2306 or 831-3214

4,1
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A NOTE ON_IpjEQE/JaLWAylTalMS CENTER

The State Education Department in New York is actively
concerned with strengthening opportunities and resources for

\ international and comparative studies in the schools, col-
leges, and universities of New York, as, well as, with related
activities in educational exchange and overseas.service. Em-
phasis is being placed on the peoples, cultures, and contem-
porary institutions of those areas traditionally neglected
in American education--namely, Asia, Africa, Latin America,
Russia and Eastern Europe. Also emphasized are comparative
studies which reflect recent scholarship in the social'sci-
ences and humanities and which explore significant aspects
of American society in relation to developments elsewhere
in the world.

Recent efforts of the Department in international stud-
ies include faculty fellowships and seminars; and programs
of independent reading and seminar discussion, summer insti-
tutes, and other opportunities for secondary school teach-
ers; consultant services to schools, colleges, and univer-
sities in developing foreign area studies; and eiperimentaX
programs in the study of critical languages in schools and's"
colleges, summer field w2rk overseas for students and teach-
ers, and the like.

As a further extension of these efforts, the State Ed-
ucation Department established, in December, 1963* the-For-
eign Area Materials Center. In March, 1967, because of in-
creasing interest in the Center's work from institutions
outside New York state, the National Council for Foreign
Area Materials, a group of 11 regional college associations
and consortia (now the Council for Intercultural Studies and
Programs, with 13 members), was established and has become
an active sponsor of the Center's work. The Center, which
is located in New York City, is concerned with the develop-
ment of materials aEteful in teaching about foreign areas,
mainly at the undergraduate level. ,

Types of materials which have been produced or are in
preparation include color slides in South Asian studiese.re-
productions of museum materials from India, reviews of doc-
umentary films, computerized bibliographies for college li-
braries, and experimental teaching materials. The Center
provides liaison with publishers and-other,organizationi
producing materials useful in undergraduate instruction and
is particularly concerned with out-of-print books and other
needs of college libraries. These activities are being sup-
ported by grants from foundation sources, the United States

+) 6;
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government, and the Council for Intercultural Studies and
Programs.

The Center also distributes various types of syllabi
and reprints, bibliographies and similar materials to col-
lege faculty members offering courses related to the Cen-
ter's main areas of interest--Asia, Africa, Latin America,
Russia and Eastern Europe. A list of materials is avail-
able on request.

The Foreign Area Materials Center is under the direc-
tion of Ward Morehouse, Director, and Arthur Osteen, Assoc-
iate Director, Center for International Programs and Com-
parative Studies. The Manager of the Foreign Area Materials
Center in New ,York City is Edith Ehrman.

Correspondence regarding any of the activities mentioned
above and requests for materials should be directed to the
Foreign Area Materials Center (60 East 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017). 'Correspondence concerning other aspects
of the Department's programs in foreign area studies and
related international activities should be sent to the
Director, Center for International Programs and Cam parative
Studies, University of the State of New York, Sate Educa-
tion Department, 99 Washington Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 12210.
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SOME PUBLICATIONS OF THE FOREIGN AREA MATERIALS CENTER

Ward Morehouse, editor, Foreign Area Studies and the College
Library: 1964. (FAMC Occasional Publication No 1). $2.00.

L. A. Peter Gosling, Maps, Atlases andGtteean
Studies; A Critical Guide. 1965. (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 2). $2.00.

Patrick Wilson, Science in SouthAsiaLEaetBEresentl A Pre-
liminary Bibliography. 1966. (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 3). $2.00.

ward Morehouse. editor, The Comparative_approacbtoarea Studies
and the Disciplines: Problems of Teaching and Research on Asia.
1967. (FAMC Occasional Publication No. 4). $2.00.

Lyman Legters, Language and Area Studied A Bibliography. 1967.
(FAMC Occasional Publication No. 5). $2.00.

George Fischer, hmerican Research on Soviet Society. 1967.
(FAMC OccaFional Publication No. 6). $2.00.

Theodore Herman, editor, The Geography of ChigalaSelected
and Annotated Bibliography. 1967. (FAMC Occasional Publica-
tion No. 7). $2.00.

Ward Morehouse, editor, Underatanding Science and Technology
in India and Pakistan. 1967. (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 8). $2.00.

Winston L. Y. Yang and Teresa S. Yang, editors, Asian ilesources
in American Libraries. 1968. (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 9). $3.00.

East Asia: A Bibliography for Undergraduate Libraries. Area
Editor: Donald Gillin. 1970. (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 10). Available from Bro-Dart, Inc., 1609 Memorial Avenue,
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, 17701. $8.95.

South Asia' A Bibliography for Undergraduate Libraries. Area
Editor: LouisA. Jacob. 1970. (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 11). Available from Bro-Dart, Inc. $8.95.

Africa south of the Sahara; A Bibliography for Undergraduate
Libraries. Area Editor: Peter Duignan. 1971. (FAMC Occasional
Publication No. 12). Available from Bro-Dart, Inc. $8.95.

Southeast Asia: A Bibliography for Undergraduate Libraries.
Area Editor: Donald Clay Johnson. 1970. (FAMC Occasional
Publication No. 13). Available from Bro-Dart, Inc. $3.95.
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Middle East and North Africa; A Bibliography ior Under-
graduate Libraries. Area Editor; Harry N. Bov-ncd. 1970.
(FAMC Occasional Publication No. 14). Available. from
Bro-Dart, Inc. $8.95. \\--Y

George Fischer and Walter Schenkel, editors, Social Stru::7
ture and Socialglangt_ih_Eastern Europe. 197u. (FAMC
Occasional Publication No. 15): $3.90.

international Institute for Comparative Music Studies and
Documentation, Berlin, comp. Oriental Music; A Selected
Discography. 1971. (FAMC Occasional Publication No. 16).
$3.00.

Guide toligitanfeo5IlEgt212AfIlsA112ALALLKIABgLIP-4
and the Caribbean, Middle East and North Af4ca, and Russia
and East Europe: Selected and Annotated.- General Editor:
James R. Kennedy, Jr. 1972.4 (FAMC Occasional Publication
No. 17). Available from Bro-Dart, Inc. $8.95.

Robert B.- Oxnam, The Ch'inggame. Simulation and the Stydy
of Histuy. 1972. (FAMC Occasional. Publication No. 18).
$2.0.

Edith Ehrmar, and Ward Morehouse, editors, Students, Toad
and the Thiri World in the American College curriculum itAg/42
and Commentary on Innovative Approaches in Undergraduate Educa-
tion. 1973. (FAMC occasional Publication No. 19). $2.00.

Peter Boyd-Bowman, Self-Instructional 12hgyaglprogralg4; A
Handbook fur Faculty. and Students. 1973. (FAMC Occasional
Publication No. 20), $1.59.

A number of syllabuses, course outlines and teaching notes,
bibliographies, and other materials are also available from
the Foreign Area Materials Center. A list of these materials
will be sent on request.

All orders must be prepaid. Checks should be drawn to:
The University of the State of New York.

Foreigr Area Materials Ccnter, University of the State of New
York, State Education Department, 60 East 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017.


